iCORE HR is a new and innovative system designed to
provide high performance separating walls between
units and apartments in high-rise commercial projects.
iCORE HR system provides exceptional fire and
acoustic ratings. It excels in its security rating by its
ability to achieve a high impact resistance while
maintaining high acoustic separation.
The iCORE HR system utilizes 24mm iCORE Panel as
the primary fire resistant barrier within the wall cavity,
and 13mm iLINE as the linings.
The 24mm iCORE HR panels are installed as a central
barrier. This application ensures easy inclusions of
service penetrations such as switches, power points,
light fittings and plumbing pipes within the wall
system.
By incorporating 13mm iLINE as the face walling to
the system, and in conjunction with the central 24mm
iCORE HR, a high impact, high acoustic, high fire
rated walling system is produced.

The iCORE HR system has been designed as
separating walls between apartments, units, hallways,
lifts and other applications for Class 2 and 3 buildings.
The wall systems are available in non-load bearing
applications, in both timber and steel frame walls, to
achieve FRL levels of up to -/120/120, and
exceptional acoustic levels that exceed the minimum
requirements of the BCA of Rw + Ctr = 50db.
One of the great benefits of the iCORE HR system is
the ability to run standard electrical, hydraulic and
mechanical services within the walling system.
iCORE HR 24mm panels are the primary fire barrier of
the system & the iLINE wall system provide the
secondary fire and acoustic barrier via a 20mm cavity.
This allows for easy inclusion of services such as
switches, power points, light fittings and plumbing
pipes, within the cavity of the system, without the
need to penetrate the 24mm iCORE HR panels.
Three different iCORE HR configurations exist:
1. DIRECT - has the smallest foot print, but will only
allow services to one side of the wall - /90/90
2. TOP HAT - still has a small foot print, but will allow
full cavity services to one side and limited services
to the other - /90/90
3. DOUBLE STUD - will allow full services to both
sides of the shaftwall -/120/120
Cost effective: Easier and quicker to install than
comparative systems.

iCORE HR outperforms other building boards in many
important ways including the following:

Moisture & Mould: iCORE HR wall
panels are moisture resistant and
mould resistant.
Tested to ASTM E 514-03 Standard
test method for Water Penetration &
Leakage through Masonry.

Laboratory tested by Termimesh
Australia.

iCORE HR and iLINE should be kept dry, and be
stored in a dry and covered area.
If stored externally, iCORE HR must be stacked flat, be
stacked above the ground, supported on level ground
and must be protected from the weather.
Care should be taken to avoid damage to the products
edges, ends and surfaces. If the product becomes wet,
the product must be allowed to dry before fixing.
iCORE HR should be stacked and handled carefully to
avoid damage.

Normal woodworking equipment
required to cut and shape
Multiboard.

Fire Protection: Achieves FRL
levels of -/90/90 and -/120/120 for
non load bearing walls.

Boards should be lifted from the pallet by sliding sideways
and carried on its long edges. Individual boards should be
stacked and handled carefully to avoid damage.

Impact Resistance: The system's
linings, utilising 13mm iLINE,
provides exceptional impact
resistance and additional security
benefits. Tested to the strict
requirements of AS2908.2

Over 30% lighter than traditional
cement sheeting.

No harmful crystalline silica or
asbestos. No special requirements
required when cutting with power
tools. Tested as safe.

Acoustic Performance: Satisfies
and exceeds the BCA's acoustic
requirements for separating walls
in Class 2 & 3 - Buildings of Rw
=> 45dB, Rw => 50db and Rw
+ Ctr => 50db
Good Impact Noise Resistance:
Complies with the BCA for
discontinuous construction and
can be selected to reduce the
transfer of impact noise.

50% recycled wood - Listed on
ecospecifier.

For smooth cuts, use a
circular saw.

The edge can be planed or
smoothed with an electric
planer, rasp or file.

Can also be cut easily
using a normal hand saw.

Use a standard drill tip.
For making holes in the
board.

The face linings of the iCORE HR system consists of
13mm iLINE which is a versatile, glass fibrereinforced recycled wood fibre and magnesium
cement based lining board, that forms part of the
iLINE range.

An equivalent approved sealant is recommended for
acoustic sealing of the iCORE HR system.

Acoustic insulation for wall cavity as specified. As
minimum batts must be R1.5 90mm thick and have
10kg/m3 density.

iLINE is suitable for internal applications which require
high fire resistance, high acoustic resistance, impact
resistance and moisture resistance.
Within the iCORE HR system, 13mm iLINE allows for
easy installation, to the system and adds additional
fire and impact resistance to the system.
13mm iLINE panels are approximately 12.7 kg/m2.

24mm iCore Panels
The primary fire barrier of the iCORE HR system
consist on 24mm iCORE HR panels held in place by a
proprietary, light gauge steel framing system.
iCORE HR is suitable for enclosing lift shafts,
stairwells and service shafts in multi storey
construction, and within inter-tenancy walls that are
non load-bearing.
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Accessory J Foldable track - non load bearing - 3000mm.
Accessory Aluminium clip.
Fire and Acoustic sealant 600ml. Sausage only.
Wafer Head Screw 10g x 16mm.
Needle point screw 6g x 25mm.

The maximum height permissible for the 24mm
iCORE HR is 3m.
There should not be any other connections on to the
iCORE HR Panels.
Any penetrations in the iCORE HR Panels will lower
both fire and acoustic performance of the system.
To minimise this refer to the penetration details at
the end of this publication.
All service pipes must run through the
studs/framing.
The cavity between the iCORE HR Panels and the
framing must be free of services or insulation.
The cavity must be not less the 20mm as shown in
the detailed drawing.
The iCORE HR system is suitable for wind
classifications N1 and N2 as determined by AS4055.
Do not use system in cyclonic areas.
To comply with the performance requirements under
the Building Code of Australia, a number of tests on
the iCORE HR System were conducted, including but
not limited to fire resistance testing, acoustic testing
and structural testing. These tests were conducted by
NATA approved laboratories. It is therefore essential
that the iCORE HR system be installed using the
components and accessories as specified and in
accordance with the instructions detailed in this
brochure to ensure compliance with the BCA.

iCORE HR Panels 38.1Kgm 2.

Fasteners
10g x 16mm drill point wafer head screws for fixing
horizontal tracks to vertical perimeter tracks.

Direct

Proprietary Power actuated fasteners for fixing bottom
support track to concrete floor, installed to
manufactures recommendations.

- 2 x 13mm iLINE
- 24mm iCORE HR
- R1.5 polyester batts
- 76mm stud

- 126mm foot print
- 90 minute fire rating
- Some limited
services install ations
available to one side

- /90/90
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126mm

- 2 x 13mm iLINE
- 24mm iCORE HR
- R1.5 polyester batts
- 20mm cavity
- 76mm stud
- 35mm top hat
section

- 181mm foot print
- Some limited
services
- 90 minute fire rating
available to one side
and full service
cavity available to
other side

- /90/90
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181mm

- 2 x 13mm iLINE
- 24mm iCORE HR
- R1.5 polyester batts
- 2 x 20mm cavity
- 2 x 76mm stud

- 242mm foot print
- Full services can
be installed on
both sides
- 120 minute fire
rating either side

- /120/120
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242mm

The iCORE HR Wall System incorporates 24mm
H-Studs to support the 24mm Panels at all vertical
joints.

Top Hat

It is made from 0.55mm BMT G275 galvanised steel Length: 3000mm.

The iCORE HR foldable Steel J-Track is used in the
following applications:

Double Stud

Support of the iCORE HR Panels at the top and the
bottom of the wall.
Support of the iCORE HR Panels at the ends of the
wall.
It is made from 0.55mm BMT G275 galvanised steel Length: 3000mm.

1/

Install folding track
to floor, soffit and
end wall

2/

Install iCORE HR
Panel

3/

Install H-Studs to
restraint tabs in
head and foot tracks

Step 1
String a chalk line on the ceiling, walls and floor in
the same vertical plane to set your wall location.
Install top, bottom and both side foldable J-Tracks
with the foldable edge facing you. Ensure length and
heights are cut tight to the wall height and lengths.
Install a 5 - 10mm bead of fire and acoustic sealant
on the inside of the left hand wall J-Track.
Step 2
Working from left to right.
Fit the first iCORE HR Panel into the top and bottom
J-track, to the right hand side.
Slide the panel firmly into the wall J-Track ensuring
complete seating into the track.
Screw a fastener through the top and the bottom of
the J-Track. This will hold the panel in place.
Step 3
Fit the second iCORE HR Panel into the top and
bottom J-track and slide firmly into the first installed
panel.
Fit the next panel into the top and bottom track and
slide it hard over the edges of installed iCORE HR
Panels.
Screw a fastener through the top and bottom
J-Track.

4/

Install IBS Rod

5/

Fold Track

Step 4
Repeat steps 2 and 3 of the sequence to install the
rest of iCORE HR Panels up to the right hand wall
J-track. Trim the width of the last panel to suit.
Install the IBS rod between the top wall panels and
the top J track.
Step 5
Fold all the J-Track edges hard up against the
iCORE HR Panels.
Prior to folding the edge where optimum acoustic
qualities are required run a bead of fire and acoustic
sealant between the junction of iCORE HR Panels
and the J-Track.
Using a timber off cut against the folded J-Track,
gently tap the fold tight - working left to right then
top to bottom.
Using a fasteners, fix the foldable edge through
each J-Stud junction.
Seal junctions between J-Tracks and abutting
surfaces with fire and acoustic sealant.

6/
7/

Install Stud Frame or furring channel
as per system specifications
Install Insulation

Step 6
Install secondary stud wall or furring channels to
the shaft wall system to the correct spacing's.
Install free standing steel C stud frame on the other
side leaving 20mm minimum gap to iCORE HR
Panels.

Install Wall linings
as per system
specifications to
outer sides
of the wall system

Direct System Shown

Flexible Sealant
IBS Rod
Folding J-Track
Steel Studs
24mm
iCORE HR panel
iLINE
Fire & Acoustic
Sealant Seal all gaps
under steel angle
where slab is uneven

Intersecting Walls

iLINE

H-Stud
Tape and set
wall joints
24mm iCORE HR

Adding A Fire Door
iLINE Lining
24mm iCORE HR

Step 7
Fit acoustic insulation between steel C studs as
required.
8/

Double Stud Shaftwall Elevation

Step 8
Screw-fix 13mm iLINE to steel C studs or furring
channels and complete the face wall installations
(as instructed in the iLINE installation manual).
Seal junctions between iLINE and abutting surfaces
with fire and acoustic sealant.

Fire or Acoustic Door Frame to
manufacturers specifications
Fire or Acoustic Door to
manufacturers specifications

24mm iCORE HR
panel
24mm iCORE HR panel

iLINE lining

24mm iCORE HR panel

13mm plywood fixed
to iCORE HR panels
for tap fixings

Copper
or Steel
Pipe

152 max

Fire & Acoustic
Sealant
30mm min

Fire & Acoustic Sealant
15mm min into
iCORE HR panel

Cable, up to 3 x twin flex
Backing Rod

Fire & Acoustic
Sealant

Ceiling
iLINE
iLINE lining

Taps, Mixer, Shower Rose
or GPOs

24mm iCORE HR
panel
iLINE
3-4mm Fire &
Acoustic Sealant

24mm iCORE HR panel

FCW Commercial
Fire Collar

iLINE lining
Stud Wall

100mm
max
PVC Pipe

H Stud
Standard GPO
or switch

Flexible Sealant

Taps, Mixer,
Shower Rose
or GPOs

iLINE

Fire & Acoustic Sealant
15mm min into iCORE HR panel

Ceiling

Cable, up to 3 x twin flex

iLINE lining

100mm max
PVC Pipe

24mm iCORE HR panel

Note: Offset Penetration
minimum of 600mm on
opposite sides of the wall

iLINE lining
24mm iCORE HR panel

iLINE

Backing Rod where required

When using power saws in a confined space, dust
extraction equipment is recommended to control dust
levels. If power tools are used externally, wear an
approved P1 or P2 dust mask, respirator and safety
glasses.

24mm iCORE HR panel

Additional layer
of lining
Bath

10mm perimeter
gaps sealed with
Fire & Acoustic
Sealant

450 max

Two 35 x 35mm angles
mechanical fixed to studs

and strictly subject to the conditions set out below.
Nothing in this document shall exclude or modify any
legal rights of any person under the Trade Practices
Act or otherwise which cannot be excluded or
modified at law.

The Warranty is strictly subject to the following
conditions:1. The product, and any other products including
fasteners and joining systems, applied to or used in
conjunction with the product must be used and
installed strictly in accordance with the
recommended installation methods at the time of
installation.
2. Under no circumstances will Multiboard be liable
for defects arising from:(a) A failure to use and/or install the product, or any
products, strictly in accordance with the product
manual.
(b) Defective materials not supplied by Multiboard;
or
(c) Impact.
3. Multiboard will not be liable for breach of Warranty,
and no breach of Warranty claim will be accepted,
unless the Claimant makes a written claim and
provides proof of purchase within 30 days of the
alleged defect becoming apparent.
4. This Warranty is not transferable under any
circumstances without the prior written consent of
Multiboard.
5. A Claimant's sole remedy for breach of Warranty is
(at Multiboard's option) that Multiboard will either
replace or repair the defect, supply replacement
product, or pay for the cost of replacement or
rectification of the affected product.
6. Under no circumstances shall Multiboard be liable
for any consequential loss, property damage or
personal injury, economic loss or loss of profits,
arising in Contract or negligence or howsoever
arising. Without limiting the foregoing, Multiboard
will not be liable for any claims, damages or
defects arising from or in any way attributable to
poor or defective workmanship, defective materials
or poor design or detailing, settlement or structural
movement and/or movement of materials to which
the product is attached, incorrect design of the
structure, in the event of but not limited to
earthquakes, cyclones, floods or other severe
weather conditions or unusual climatic conditions,
normal wear and tear, or growth of any organism
on any product surface.
7. The express warranties set out above are in lieu of
all other representations, warranties or conditions,
express or implied including but not limited to
implied warranties or conditions of merchantable
quality and fitness for a particular purpose, and
those arising by statute or otherwise in law or from
a course of dealing or use of trade and which are
excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law.
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